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Abstract. The following model of inductive inference is considered. Arbitrary 
numbering tau = {tau0, tau1, tau2, ...} of total functions N->N is fixed. A "black box" 
outputs the values f(0), f(1), ..., f(m), ... of some function f from the numbering tau. 
Processing these values by some algorithm (a strategy) F we try to identify a tau-index of 
f (i.e. a number n such that f = taun). Strategy F outputs an infinite sequence of 
hypotheses h0, h1, ..., hm, .... If lim hm = n and taun = f, we say that F identifies in the limit 
tau-index of f. The complexity of identification is measured by the number of mind-
changes, i.e. by Ftau(f) = card{m | hm <> hm+1 }. One can verify easily that for any 
numbering tau there exists a deterministic strategy F such that Ftau(taun) <= n for all n. 
This estimate is exact (see [Ba 74], [FBP 91]). In the current paper the corresponding 
exact estimate ln n + o(log n) is proved for probabilistic strategies. This result was 
published without proof in [Po 75]. Proofs were published in [Po 77-2]. 

Translation of papers [Po 75] and [Po 77-2] published in Russian. 
For the results (without proofs) in English see also [FBP 91]. 

  

1. Definitions and Results 

Probabilistic strategy is defined by some:  

a) Probability space (W, B, P), where W is the set of elementary events, B - a Borel 
field over subsets of W, P - a probability measure over B;  

b) mapping M: N*->Z, where N* is the set of all finite sequences of natural numbers, 
Z - the set of all random variables over the space (W, B, P) taking their values from N 
U {oo} (oo means "undefined"). 

Thus M associates with each elementary event e in W some deterministic strategy Fe. 
The hypothesis Fe (<f(0),...,f(m)>) takes its values n with fixed probabilities 
P{Fe(<f(0),...,f(m)>)=n}.  

Computable (recursive) probabilistic strategies can be defined by means of 
probabilistic Turing machines introduced first in [LMS 56]. Let a random Bernoulli 
generator of the distribution (1/2, 1/2) be fixed. The generator is switched into 
deterministic "apparatus" of a Turing machine. As a result, the operation of the 
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machine becomes probabilistic, and we can speak of the probability that the operation 
satisfies certain conditions.  

Consider the following Turing machine M operating with a fixed Bernoulli generator. 
With input sequence 

f(0), f(1), ..., f(m), ..., 

this machine prints as output an empty, finite or infinite sequence of natural numbers 
(hypotheses):  

h0, h1, ..., hm, ..., 

where hm depends only on the values f(0), ..., f(m). To each infinite realization of 
Bernoulli generator's output (i.e. an infinite sequence of 0's and 1's) there corresponds 
a completely determined operation of the machine M as a deterministic strategy.  

By P{M, tau, f} we denote the probability that a probabilistic strategy M identifies in 
the limit tau-index of the function f. By P{M, f, <=k} we denote the probability that 
strategy M makes no more than k mind-changes by the function f. 

Let us denote by f[m] the code of <f(0), ..., f(m)>, then the random variable M(<f(0), 
..., f(m)>) can be denoted by M(f[m]). By Pm(M, f) we denote the probability that M 
changes its hypothesis at the step m, i.e. P{M(f[m+1])<>M(f[m])}.  

First, let us consider some sufficient condition for P{M, tau, f}=1. We will say that 
strategy M is tau-consistent on the function f if, for all m,  

a) M(f[m]) is always defined (i.e. defined for all events e in W),  

b) if M(f[m])=n for some event e in W, then taun(j)=f(j) for all j<=m. 

Thus, consistent strategies do not output "explicitly incorrect" hypotheses.  

THEOREM 1. For any enumerated class (U, tau) there is a probabilistic strategy M 
and a constant C>0 such that: a) M always identifies in the limit tau-index of each 
function f in U, and b) M changes its mind by the function taun no more than ln 
n+C*sqrt(ln n)*lnln n times with probability ->1 as n->oo. For a computable 
numbering tau, a computable probabilistic strategy M can be constructed..  

THEOREM 2. For any countable set FI of probabilistic strategies there exists an 
enumerated class (U, tau) and a constant C>0 such that: for any strategy M in FI, 
which identifies in the limit tau-index of each function f in U, there is an increasing 
sequence {nk} such that M changes its mind by the function taunk at least ln n - 
C*sqrt(ln n)*lnln n times with probability ->1 as k->oo. For the class of all 
computable probabilistic strategies, a computable numbering tau can be constructed.  

The upper bound ln n can be proved by means of a strategy from [BF 72]. Essential 
difficulties arise, however, not in the construction of the strategy but in its analysis.  



The main idea is as follows. Let us suppose that the function f in the "black box" 
which outputs the values f(0), f(1), f(2), ..., is chosen at random from the numbering 
tau, according to some probability distribution pi={pin} (pin is the probability that 
f=taun, pi1+pi2+pi3+... =1). Then, having received the values f(0), ..., f(m), let us 
consider the set Em of all tau-indices "suitable" for such f, i.e.  

Em = {n | (Aj<=m) taun(j) = f(j)}. 

It would be natural to output as a hypothesis any tau-index n in Em with probability 
pin / s, where s = Sum{pin |n in Em}.  

To put it precisely, we define a probabilistic strategy BFtau,pi as follows. Let tau be any 
numbering of total functions. Take some probability distribution {pin}, where pin>0 
for all n, and pi1+pi2+pi3+... =1.  

If the set E0 = {n | taun(0)=f(0)} is empty, then we put BFtau,pi(f[0]) undefined with 
probability 1. If E0 is non-empty, we put BFtau,pi(f[0])=n with probability pin/s for every 
n in E0, where s = Sumn{pin | n in E }.  

Let us assume now that the hypotheses BFtau,pi(f[j]) have already been determined for 
j<m, and BFtau,pi(f[m-1])=p. If p is "undefined", then we set BFtau,pi(f[m]) undefined with 
probability 1. Else, if taup(m)=f(m) (i.e. the hypothesis p is correct also for the next 
argument m), we set BFtau,pi(f[m])=p with probability 1.  

Suppose now that taup(m)<>f(m). Let us take the set of all appropriate (for the 
present) hypotheses, i.e.  

Em = {n | (Aj<=m) taun(j) = f(j)}. 

If Em is empty, then we put BFtau,pi(f[m]) undefined with probability 1. If Em is 
nonempty, we put BFtau,pi(f[m])=n with probability pn/s for every n in Em, where s = 
Sumn{ pin | n in Em }. 

Of course, BFtau,pi always identifies in the limit tau-index of each function f in U. 

  

2. Proofs

LEMMA 1. Let {Xm} be a series of independent random variables taking values from 
{0,1} in such a way that: a) SummXm is always finite, b) E = SummP{Xm=1}is finite. 
Then for any number t>0: 

P{ |SummXm - E|>=t*sqrt(E) } <= 1/t2. 

PROOF. Immediately, by Chebishev inequality.  

Lemma 1 allows deriving upper and lower bounds of the number of mindchanges 
from the corresponding bounds of Summ Pm(M, f).  



LEMMA 2. For all n,  

Summ{ Pm(BFtau,pi, taun) } <= ln(1/pin). 

LEMMA 3. Let a function f of the numbering tau be fixed. Then the following events 
are independent:  

Am = { BFtau,pi(f[m]) <> BFtau,pi(f[m+1]) }, m = 0, 1, 2, ... 

It is curious that the events Am (i.e. "at the m-th step BFtau,pi changes its mind") do not 
display any striking indications of independence; nevertheless, they do satisfy the 
formal independence criterion.  

If we take  

pi'n = c / (n* (ln n)2), 

with the convention that 1/0=1 and ln 0 = 1, then by Lemma 2 the sum of the 
probabilities of BFtau,pi changing hypothesis by the function taun will be less than ln n 
+ 2lnln n - ln c. Lemma 3 and Lemma 1 (let us take t = lnln n) allow us to derive from 
this that, as n->oo, with probability ->1, the number of mindchanges of BFtau,pi' by taun 
does not exceed ln n + C*sqrt(ln n)*lnln n, thus proving Theorem 1. For proofs of 
Lemmas 2, 3 see Section 3.  

It is easy to verify that if the numbering tau is computable, then the strategy BFtau,pi' 
can be modified so that it becomes computable (see Section 3).  

The lower bound ln n of Theorem 2 is proved by diagonalization. Let {Mi} be some 
numbering of strategies of the set FI. In the numbering tau to be constructed, for each 
strategy Mi an infinite sequence of blocks Bij is built in, each block consisting of a 
finite number of functions taun. If Mi identifies (with probability 1) tau-indices of all 
functions of Bij, then by some function of this block Mi will change its mind 
sufficiently often.  

To construct an individual block Bij the following Lemma 4 will be used.  

Let {Zj} be a sequence of independent random variables taking values 0,1 in such a 
way that  

P{Zj = 1} = 1/j, P{Zj = 0}=1- 1/j. 

Thus,  

P{Z2=1}+ ... +P{Zn=1}= 1/2+...+1/n = ln n+O(1). 

Let us take t = lnln n in Lemma 1, then for some C>0, as n->oo,  

P{ Z2+...+Zn >= ln n - Csqrt(ln n)lnln n) }->1. 

Now one can understand easily the significance of  



LEMMA 4. Let M be a probabilistic strategy, k and n - natural numbers with k<n, 
e>0 - a rational number, gamma - a binary string. Then there is a set of n functions s1, 
..., sn such that: a) each function sj has gamma as initial segment, and b) if M 
identifies with probability 1 s-indices of all functions sj, then by one of these functions 
M changes its mind >=k times with probability  

>=(1-e) P{ Z2+...+Zn >=k }. 

If M is recursive strategy, then the set s1, ..., sn can be constructed effectively.  

Now, to prove Theorem 2, we derive the block Bij from the set of functions of Lemma 
4 for  

M = Mi, n = 2j, k = ]j*ln 2 - sqrt(j)ln j[, e = 2-j , gamma = 0...01 

with <i, j> zeros in gamma, where <i, j> is Cantor's number of the pair (i, j).  

Let us introduce a special coding of triples (i, j, s) such that 0<=s<=2j (see [BF 74]). 
The code of (i, j, s) is defined as the binary number  

100....0at...a0100....0, ----------(*) 
|------ j ----|--|-- i --|-------------- 

where at...a0 is the number s. Clearly,  

2i+j+1 + 2i <= code(i, j, s) <= 2i+j+2 - 2i. 

Now the numbering tau can be defined as follows. If n is (*) for some (i, j, s), 
0<=s<=2j, then taun is the s-th function of the block Bij. Else taun is set equal to zero.  

Let a probabilistic strategy M in FI identify with probability 1 tau-indices of all 
functions of the numbering tau. Then M=Mi for some i, and for each j>1 the block Bij 
contains a function by which M changes its mind at least ]j*ln 2 - sqrt(j) ln j[ times 
with probability  

>= (1-2j) P{ Z2+...+Zn >= ]j*ln 2 - sqrt(j) ln j[ } -------------(**) 

Let us denote by nj the (unique) tau-index of this "bad" function. Obviously,  

2i+j+1 < nj < 2i+j+2. 

Hence, {nj} is an increasing sequence, and  

log2 nj -i-2 < j < log2 nj -i-1. 

By the function taunj the strategy M changes its mind at least 

j*ln 2-sqrt(j) ln j > ln nj - Csqrt(ln nj)lnln nj

times with probability (**), which ->1 as j->oo, thus proving Theorem 2.  



For a proof of Lemma 4 see Section 4 and Section 5. 

  

3. Proofs of Lemmas 2, 3 

LEMMA 5. Let L be an empty or finite set of natural numbers, set K(L) = the set of 
all tuples (i1, ..., is) such that (i1<i2<...<is) & (Ak<=s) ik in L (the empty tuple 
included). Then for an arbitrary sequence of reals {xn} we have  

Sumi{ (xi1-1)...(xis-1) | i in K(L) }= Prodj{ xj | j in L }, 

where Sumi ranges over all tuples i in K(L).  

PROOF. Immediately, by induction.  

PROOF OF LEMMA 3. Let us consider the tree of functions of the numbering tau 
which coincide up to some moment with the function f: 

----> b0...----> b1...----> b2..----> b3.......................----> bm..................................... 
|...............|...............|..............|...................................|.................................................. 
|...............|...............|..............|...................................|.................................................. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------> a .........(f) 
S0............S1............S2............S3................................Sm................................................ 

The infinite path drawn here corresponds to the function f (which may have more than 
one tau-index, by the way). The outgoing arrows correspond to functions taun 
declining from f. With each vertice of the tree we associate the probability that a 
function taun chosen according to the distribution pi meets this vertice. Let bm be the 
probability that taun meets the vertice Sm and immediately after that declines from f. 
Let  

Bm = bm + bm+1 +... 

Then the probability assigned to Sm will be a+Bm, where a is the probability assigned 
to the infinite path f (i.e. a = Sumn{pin |taun=f}).  

By bij (i>=0, j>=i) we denote the probability that in the case of changing its mind at 
the vertice Si the istrategy BFtau,pi directs its new hypothesis through Sj aside from f. 
Clearly,  

bij = bj/(a+Bi). ----------------(*) 

The total probability of changing the mind at Sm, m>0, can be expressed by the 
numbers bij: 

P{Am} = Sum{ b0,i1*bi1+1,i2*...*bik+1,m }, 

where Sum ranges over all tuples (i1, ..., ik) such that k>=0, 0<=i1< i2 < ... < ik < m.  



The probability of simultaneous mindchanges at Sm1, ..., Smt (where m1 < m2 < ... < 
mt) can be expressed similarly:  

P{Am1 ^ .. .^ Amt} = Sum{ b0,i1*bi1+1,i2*...*bik+1,mt }, 

where Sum ranges over all tuples (i1, ..., ik) such that k>=0, 0<=i1< i2 < ... < ik < mt 
and {m1, ..., mt-1}is a subset of {i1, ..., ik}. 

By (*), the probability P{Am1 ^ .. .^ Amt} depends only on a, b0, ..., bm and Bm+1, 
where m=mt =max mi. Let us introduce new variables gi, 0<=i<=m+1:  

a+Bm+1 = agm+1,  

a+Bm = agmgm+1, bm = a(gm-1)gm+1,  

a+Bm-1 = agm-1gmgm+1, bm-1 = a(gm-1-1)gmgm+1, 

a+Bj = agjgj+1 ... gm+1, bj = a(gj-1)gj+1 ... gm+1 (j=0,1,...,m). 

Then we will have  

bij = bj/(a+Bi) = (gj-1)/(gi ... gj), 

b0,i1*bi1+1,i2*...*bik+1,m = (gi1-1)...(gik-1)(gm-1) / (g0 ... gm), 

P{Am1 ^ .. .^ Amt} = (gm1-1)...(gmt-1) Sum{ (gi1-1)...(gik-1) }/ (g0 ... gm), 

where L = {0, 1, ..., m}-{m1, ..., mt}, and Sum ranges over all tuples (i1, ..., ik) in 
K(L), where K(L) is defined in Lemma 5. By Lemma 5, the latter Sum is equal to 
Prod{ gi | i in L }, hence, 

P{Am1 ^ .. .^ Amt} = (gm1-1)...(gmt-1) Prod{ gi | i in L } / (g0 ... gm) = (gm1-1)/gm1 * ... 
*(gmt-1)/gmt. 

For t=1 we would have:  

P{Am} = Pm(BFtau,pi, f) = (gm-1)/gm = bm/(a+Bm). 

Hence,  

P{Am1 ^ .. .^ Amt} = P{Am1}* ... *P{Amt}, 

 i.e. events Ai are independent. This proves Lemma 3. 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2. As we already know,  

Pm(BFtau,pi, f) = bm/(a+Bm) = 1 - (a+Bm+1)/(a+Bm). 

Summing up for all m, and using the inequality 1-x <= ln(1/x) we obtain that 



Summ{ bm/(a+Bm) }<= ln Prodm{ a+Bm+1)/(a+Bm) }. 

Since 

Prodm<=s{ a+Bm+1)/(a+Bm) } = (a+B0)/(a+Bs+1) -> (a+B0)/a, as s->oo, 

we obtain that  

Pm(BFtau,pi, f) <= ln((a+B0)/a). 

If f=taun, then a>=pin. Clearly, a+B0<=1, hence,  

ln((a+B0)/a) <= ln (1/pin).  

Q.E.D.  

To complete the proof of Theorem 1 we show now, for a computable numbering tau 
and computable probability distribution pi (pi1+pi2+pi3+...=1), how the recursive 
counterpart BF'tau,pi of the strategy BFtau,pi can be constructed. We will use also a 
omputable sequence of rationals {em} such that Prodm (1+em) < oo (for example, 
em=2-m).  

Let us modify the definition of the hypothesis BFtau,pi(f[m]) (see Section 2) as follows. 
If the numbering tau is computable, the set Em is recursive, hence, we can compute a 
binary-rational probability distribution (lambdan1, lambdan2, ..., lambdank) which em-
approximates the distribution {pin/s | n in Em}, s = Sumn{pin | n in Em}, i.e. lambdan1+ 
lambdan2+...+ lambdank = 1, and for all i:  

ni in Em & lambdani <= (1+em) pini / s 

Now define BF'tau,pi(f[m]) = ni with probability lambdani for all i = 1, ..., k.  

LEMMA 6. Let BF'tau,pi be the modified computable probabilistic strategy. Then for 
all n and k,  

P{BF'tau,pi, taun, >=k} <= P{BFtau,pi, taun, >=k}* Prodm(1+em).  

PROOF. Let us return to the proof of Lemma 3. For the probabilities b'ij of BF'tau,pi 
(corresponding to bij of BFtau,pi in Section 2) we have:  

b'ij <= (1+ei) bij. -------------(1) 

The probability P{BF'tau,pi, f, >=k} can be expressed by b'ij:  

P{BF'tau,pi, f, >=k} = Sum{ b'0,i1*b'i1+1,i2* ... *b'ik-1+1,ik }, 

where Sum ranges over all tuples (i1, ..., ik) such that k>=0, 0<= i1 < i2 < ... < ik. 
Hence, by (1), 



P{BF'tau,pi, f, >=k} <= Prodm(1+em) * Sum{ b'0,i1*b'i1+1,i2* ... *b'ik-1+1,ik } 
<= P{BFtau,pi, f, >=k}* Prodm(1+em).  

By Lemma 6, since the inequality of Theorem 1 holds for the strategy BFtau,pi, it holds 
also for BF'tau.pi.  

  

4. Proof of Lemma 4 

Let us carry out the (more complicated) "computable case" of the proof. Let M be a 
computable probabilistic strategy, n, k - natural numbers, k<n, e>0 - a rational 
number, gamma = g0g1...ga - a binary string. We will construct n functions s1, s2, ..., sn 
starting with the values from gamma, such that if M identifies with probability 1 s-
indices of all functions si, then by one of these functions M will change its mind >=k 
times with probability  

>= (1-e) P{ Z2+...+Zn >=k}, 

where Zi are random variables defined in Section2.  

Let us consider the idea of the proof for the case n=4, k=2. The generalization is 
straightforward.  

Procedure PM. We initiate parallel computing of probabilities of the following 
events:  

M(b0)=t0 & M(b0b1)=t1 & ... & M(b0...bm)=tm, -----------------(1) 

for all binary strings beta=b0b1...bm and all finite sequences t=t0t1..tm of natural 
numbers. This can be done as follows. For all pairs (alpha, beta) of binary strings 
alpha, beta the following parallel -computation process is carried out: alpha serves as 
a finite realization of Bernoulli generator's output (i.e. a finite sequence of 0's and 1's), 
and beta - as initial segment f(0), ..., f(m) of some function f taking values 0,1. 
Initially, we associate with each pair (beta, t) an empty set of binary strings alpha. 
When, during the computation process with alpha and beta, we see the sequence s 
printed on the output tape of M, then we add alpha to the set associated with (beta, t). 
If it appears that alpha is too short for some computation, we simply drop this 
computation. And so on.  

End of procedure P . M

Simultaneously with PM, we add new values to functions s1, s2, s3, s4:  

si(0)=g0, si(1)=g1, ..., si(a)=ga, si(a+1)=0, si(a+2)=0,...  

(where gamma = g0g1...ga). Only at some particular moments we will interfere into 
this process, and add a finite number of 1's as values of si.  



The first of these moments will appear, when the probabilities of (1) will be computed 
precisely enough to obtain for some number j1 the following approximate probability 
distribution of the hypothesis M(gamma + 0j1 ):  

| 1.......2.......3........4 | ....................(2) 
|q1.......q2.......q3........q4 |.......................... 

where q1+q2+q3+q4 =1 and for all i:  

qi <= P{M(gamma + 0j1) = i}/(1-delta), 

where delta>0 is a constant such that (1-delta)3>=1-e (here we have n-1=3, see 
Section 5). 

If such a moment does not appear, it would mean, that for each j in N the hypothesis 
M(gamma+0j) is undefined or not in {1, 2, 3, 4} with probability greater than delta. 
Then, with probability >delta, this is the case for infinitely many j's simultaneously, 
i.e. by the function gamma + 0oo the strategy M outputs infinitely many hypotheses 
other than 1, 2, 3, 4. But this is exactly the case, when we do not interfere the 
definition process of the functions s1, s2, s3, s4, and hence, they will be all equal to 
gamma + 0oo. For this case, Lemma 4 holds obviously.  

Now let us consider the case, when the probability distribution (2) can be obtained. 
Using (2) and the algorithm described in Section 5, we exclude one of the numbers 1, 
2, 3, 4 in the following sense (for example, let it be the number 1):  

The function s1, instead of the current value s1(x1)=0, obtains the value s1(x1)=1, and 
for all x>x1 s1 is set equal to 0. The remaining three functions s2, s3, s4 obtain for x=x1 
the value 0 (i.e. other than s1(x1)), and then (after our "interference" is concluded) they 
continue to obtain zero values. I.e., after this moment, s1 differs from s2, s3, s4, and by 
these last 3 functions the hypothesis 1 will be wrong. Our algorithm (see Section 5) 
guarantees that 1 will be removed only if q1>0.  

The definition process of s2, s3, s4 will be interfered for the second time, when the 
probabilities of (1) will be computed precisely enough to obtain for some j2 > j1 the 
numbers q1i: 

| 2........3........4 | .....................(3) 
|q12.....q13.....q14 |.......................... 

such that q12+q13+q14=1 and for all i:  

q1i <= P{ M(gamma + 0j1)=1 & M(gamma + 0j2) =2 }/ (1-delta)2. 

If such a moment would not appear, it would mean, that for some delta'>0 and all j > 
j1:  

P{ M(gamma + 0j) not in {2,3,4} | M(gamma + 0j1) = 1 } > delta'. 



Hence, with probability >delta' this is the case for infinitely many j's simultaneously. 
Since our second interference does not take place in this case, the functions s2, s3, s4 
will be set equal to gamma + 0oo. Lemma 4 holds in this case obviously.  

Let us consider the case, when the distribution (3) can be obtained. Then, by the 
algorithm of Section 5, we exclude another function si (for example, let it be s2). We 
set s2(x2)=1, s3(x2)=s4(x2)=0, and for all x>x2: s2(x)=0 (here, of course, x2>x1, where 
x1 is the location of our first interference).  

The third interference (and the last one - when n=4) in the definition process of 
functions s3, s4 will take place, when the probabilities of (1) will be computed 
precisely enough to obtain a number j3 > j2 and numbers q12i, q22i:  

| 3.......... 4 |.....| 3...........4 |......................(4) 
| q123...q124 |.....| q223...q224 |.......................... 

such that q123+q124=1, q223+q224=1, and for i=3, 4:  

q12i <= P{ M(gamma + 0j1)=1 & M(gamma + 0j2) =2 & M(gamma + 0j3) =i }/ (1-
delta)3. 

q22i <= P{ M(gamma + 0j1)=2 & M(gamma + 0j2)=i }/ (1-delta)3. 

In the case, when the numbers j3, q12i, q22i cannot be obtained, Lemma 4 holds 
obviously.  

If the numbers (4) have been obtained, the algorithm of Section 5 "removes" another 
function si (for example, let it be s3). We set s3(x3)=1 (where, of course, x3>x2), 
s4(x3)=0, and for all x>x3: s4(x)=0. Since n=4, now only one function s4 remains, let 
s4(x)=0 for all x>x3.  

Hereby we conclude the definition of functions s1, ..., sn, corresponding by Lemma 4 
to the probabilistic strategy M, natural numbers k, n (k<n) and rational number e>0. 
The algorithm, described in Section 5, will guarantee that by one of the functions si 
the strategy M will change its mind >=k times with a sufficiently large probability. 

 

5. Exclusion Algorithm 

We consider the case n=4, k=2. The generalization is straightforward.  

If the strategy M identifies with probability 1 s-indices of all functions s1, s2, s3, s4, 
then during the construction process of these functions all the three possible 
interferences must have been performed. For example, in the following sequence 
123(4): 

 

 



j1 1 2 3 4 
j2 2 3 4 2 3 4 
j3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 
j4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Segments split the first row according to the probability distribution (q1, q2, q3, q4) of 
Section 4. The first 3 segments of the second row split q1 according to the distribution 
(q12, q13, q14). The segments of the third row split q12 to (q123, q1124 ), and q22 - to (q223, 
q224). In the last row we have (with probability 1) the hypothesis 4 - the only "right" s-
index of s4.  

Let us introduce a more convenient notation:  

|1|=q1, |2|=|22|=q12,  

|12|=q12, |133|=q13,  

|123|=q123, |224|=q224,... 

Let us assume (for a moment) that these numbers coincide exactly with the 
probabilistic characteristics of the strategy M (see Section 4), for example: 

|123| = P{M(gamma + 0j1)=1 & M(gamma + 0j2)=2 & M(gamma + 0j3)=3},  

|223| = P{M(gamma + 0j1)=2 & M(gamma + 0j3)=3}. 

Then, the probability that by the function s4 the strategy M will change its mind at 
least two times (k=2), is  

>= |123|+|124|+|133|+|223| = |12|+|13|+|223|. -----------------(a) 

When during the last interference the function s4 would have been excluded (instead 
of s3), then instead of (a) we would have had the sum 

|12|+|14|+|224|. --------------(aa) 

Hence, when the functions s1, s2 have been already excluded, it would be sensible to 
exclude next s3 or s4 depending on the maximum - (a) or (aa). And this can be really 
decided - all the items of (a) and (aa) are known at the level j3.  

Now let us consider the level j2. The function s1 is already excluded. We know the 
probabilities |1|, |2|, |3|, |4|, |12|, |13|, |14|. What of the functions should be excluded 
next - s2, s3 or s4? The decision "exclude s2" can be estimated by means of the sum 
(a)+(aa), i.e.,  

|12|+|13|+|223|+|12|+|14|+|224| = |1|+|22|+|12| = |1|+|2|+|12|. -----------(b) 

Hence, this sum depends only on the probabilities known at the level j2. The 
corresponding sums for s3 and s4 are  



|1|+|3|+|13|, ------------(bb) 

|1|+|4|+|14|. ------------(bbb) 

Hence, the maximum of (b), (bb) and (bbb) should decide, which of the functions s2, 
s3, s4 should be excluded next, after s1. And this can be really decided at the level j2.  

Finally, let us consider the level j1. The decision "exclude s1" can be estimated by 
means of the sum (b)+(bb)+(bbb):  

3*|1|+|2|+|3|+|4|+|12|+|13|+|14| = 1+3*|1|. 

The analogous estimates for s2, s3, s4 are  

1+3*|2|, 1+3*|3|, 1+3*|4|. 

All these estimates can be computed at the level j. Hence, at this level we should 
exclude the function si having the maximum 1+3*|i|.  

Hereby, for n=4, k=2 the definition of our exclusion algorithm is concluded. The 
generalization is straightforward.  

In Section 6 we will prove generally, that all the summing-up operations used in the 
algorithm are leading to the level, at which the required decision should be performed. 

Now let us obtain some estimate of the probability that the strategy M will change its 
mind >=2 times by the function s4.  

At the level j1 we had 4 estimates:  

1+3*|1|, 1+3*|2|, 1+3*|3|, 1+3*|4|.  

The sum of them is 4+3*1=7, i.e. it depends only on n and k. If, according to our 
algorithm, we exclude s1, then:  

1+3*|1| >= 7 / 4. 

If, after this, s2 is excluded, then:  

|1|+|2|+|12| >= 7 / (4*3). 

Finally, the exclusion of s3 means that  

|12|+|23|+|223| >= 7 / (4*3*2), --------------(1) 

i.e. the probability of M changing its mind >=2 times is >= 7 / (4*3*2). 

However, this conclusion would be absolutely valid only if the characteristic 
probabilities of M would be exactly |1|, |12|, |223| etc. This is not the case, but one can 



select the number delta of Section 4 so that instead of the estimate >= 7 / (4*3*2) we 
obtain >= (1-e)* 7 / (4*3*2), where e is the third parameter of Lemma 4. Indeed,  

P{M, s4, >=2}>= P{M(gamma + 0j1)=1 & M(gamma + 0j2)=2} +  

+ P{M(gamma + 0j1)=1 & M(gamma + 0j2)=3}+  

+ P{M(gamma + 0j1)=2 & M(gamma + 0j3)=3}>=  

>= (1-delta)2q12 + (1-delta)2q13 + (1-delta)3q223 >=  

>= (1-delta)3 (|12|+|13|+|223|) >= (1-delta)3 * 7 / (4*3*2). 

When delta is selected so that (1-delta)3 >= 1-e, then  

P{M, s4, >=2} >= (1-e)*7/(4*3*2).  

To conclude the proof of Lemma 4 (for n=4 and k=2), it remains to verify that  

7/(4*3*2) = P{ Z2+Z3+Z4 >= 2 }, ----------------(2) 

where Zi are independent random variables such that  

P{Zi=1} = 1/i, P{Zi=0}=1-1/i. 

Of course, one could verify (2) directly:  

(1/2)*(1/3)*(1-1/4) + (1/2)*(1-1/3)*(1/4) + (1-1/2)*(1/3)*(1/4) + (1/2)*(1/3)*(1/4) = 
7/(4*3*2). 

To obtain a general method (for arbitrary n,k, k<n), we can use constructions from the 
proof of Lemma 3 (see Section 4).  

First let us note that the lower bound 7/(4*3*2) of (1) is reached if and only if the 
table at the beginning of this section is "symmetric": the first row is splitted in ratio 
1:4, the second one - in 1:3, the third one - in 1:2. Such a table is simulating the work 
of the strategy BFtau,pi by the function s4 = 0oo, where  

tau = (s1, s2, s3, s4),  

s1 = 010oo, s2 = 0010oo, s3 = 00010oo, s4 = 0oo,  

pi = {1/4, 1/4, 1/4, 1/4}. 

Indeed, the hypothesis BFtau,pi(<0>) = 1, 2, 3 or 4 with equal probabilities 1/4. Further, 
if BFtau,pi(<0>) = 1, then BFtau,pi(<0,0>) = 2, 3 or 4 with probabilities 1/3. If 
BFtau,pi(<0>)=1 & BFtau,pi(<0,0>)=2, then BFtau,pi(<0,0,0>) = 3 or 4 with probabilities 
1/2. If BFtau,pi(<0>) = 2, then BFtau,pi(<0,0>) = 2 with probability 1, and 
BFtau,pi(<0,0,0>) = 3 or 4 with probabilities 1/2. Finally, the hypothesis 
BFtau,pi(<0,0,0,0>)=4 with probability 1.  



By using the function tree from the proof of Lemma 3: 

----> 010oo......----> 0010oo....----> 00010oo................................................................ 
|..b0..................|..b1...................|..b2................................................................................ 
|........................|........................|...................................................................................... 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------> a .........(0oo) 
S0.....................S1.....................S2..................................................................................... 

where b0 = b1 = b2 = a = 1/4, we obtain:  

P{BFtau,pi(<0>)<>BFtau,pi(<0,0>)} = b0 / (b0+b1+b2+a) = 1/4. 

P{BFtau,pi(<0,0>)<>BFtau,pi(<0,0,0>)} = b1 / (b1+b2+a) = 1/3. 

P{BFtau,pi(<0,0,0>)<>BFtau,pi(<0,0,0,0>) = b2 / (b2+a) = 1/2. 

By Lemma 3, the following Xi (i=0, 1, 2) are independent random variables:  

Xi = 1, if BFtau,pi(<0i>) <> BFtau,pi(<0i+1>), 

Xi = 0, otherwise. 

Hence, the triple (X0, X1, X2) coincides with the triple (Z4, Z3, Z2). Since the sum 
X0+X1+X2 = Z4+Z3+Z2 represents the number of mindchanges of M by the function 
0oo, we obtain that 

7/(4*3*2) = P{ Z2+Z3+Z4 >= 2 }. 

Obviously, this way (2) can be proved for arbitrary n,k (k<n). 

  

6. Proof of “Tail Reduction” 

The general setting is as follows. Let n be a natural number. Some probability 
distribution over the set {1,2,...,n} is labeled by the empty tuple o:  

|1|o, |2|lo, ..., |n|o. 

When now some number i in {1,2,...,n} is "excluded", the probability |i|o is splitted in 
the following way:  

|i|o = Sumy{ |iy|i | y<>i |, 

where the new distribution is labeled by the tuple (i). The probabilities |x|o for x<>i 
are retained:  

|x|o = |xx|i. 



Let us call the 2-tuples, obtained in these two ways (i.e. (iy) for y<>i, and (xx) for 
x<>i) (i)-admissible.  

In the next step another number j in {1,2,...,n}-{i} is "excluded", and the probabilities 
|ij|i, |jj|i are splitted in the following way (x=i or x=j): 

|xj|i = Sumy{|xjy|ij | y<>i, j } 

All the other probabilities are retained:  

|xy|i = |xyy|ij. 

Let us call the obtained 3-tuples (ij)-admissible.  

In the general case, after the numbers p1, ..., pa of the a-tuple p = (p1 ... pa) have been 
"excluded", and the notion of p-admissible (a+1)-tuples has been defined (and to 
every p-admissible x corresponds the probability |xj|p), the next number q in 
{1,2,...,n}- p is "excluded". The p -probabilities |zq|p are splitted: 

|zq|p = Sumy{|zqy|pq | y not in p and y<>j}|. ---------------(a) 

The other probabilities are retained:  

|zy|p = |zyy|pq, 

where y<>q (and, of course, y not in p, since zy is p-admissible). The left hand side 
tuples of (a) and (b) are called pq-admissible.  

Obviously, the tuple (x1...xa+1) is p-admissible (where p=(p1...pa)), if and only if for 
all i<=a:  

(1) xi+1 not in {p1, ..., pi},  

(2) xi not in {p1, ..., pi) implies xi+1 = xi.  

At the very end of the exclusion process we will have some permutation (p1...pn) of 
the set {1, 2, ..., n}. Let us denote p = (p1...pn-1). To every p-admissible n-tuple x a 
probability |x|p- is assigned. According to our problem, special attention is paid to n-
tuples x = (x1...xn) having the property: xi <> xi+1 for at least k values of i (k is a 
natural number, k<n). Let us denote by Sk the set of all such x's. We will use only the 
symmetricity of Sk, i.e. if pi is any permutation of the numbers {1, 2, ..., n}, then  

(x1...xn) in Sk <--> (pi(x1)...pi(xn)) in Sk. 

The "quality" of every permutation (p1...pn) of the set {1, 2, ..., n} is defined by the 
probability 

T(p) = Sumx{ |x|p }, 

where x ranges over all p-admissible n-tuples of Sk (recall that p = (p1...pn-1)).  



We extend this "quality" definition to any tuple q = (q1...qa) containing no repetitions 
(a<=n-1).  

If a<=n-2 and q contains all the numbers of the set {1, 2, ..., n} except qa+1, ..., qn, 
then we define by recursion: 

T(q) = T(qqa+1)+T(qqa+2)+...+T(qqn). 

In particular, for the empty tuple o: 

T(o) = T(1) + T(2) + ... + T(n).  

We will prove that for all q and all q not in q the value of T(qq) can be computed 
having the probabilities |x|q for all q-admissible (a+1)-tuples x. This will be proved by 
showing that T(qq) can be represented as  

T(qq) = Sumx{ c(x)|x|q }, 

where x ranges over all q-admissible tuples, and c(x)'s are natural numbers that can be 
computed having x, q and q.  

First we consider the case q = (q1, ..., qn-2). Let us denote by q, t the only two numbers 
(1<=q<t<=n), which do not belong to the tuple q. Then, for any qq-admissible tuple x 
= (x1, ..., xn) we have xn = t, and |x|qq = |x1...xn-1|q, hence,  

T(qq) = Sumy{ c(y)|y|q }, 

where y ranges over all q-admissible (n-1)-tuples, and  

c(y) = 1, if yt in Sk,  

c(y) = 0, otherwise.  

Now let us consider the next case q = (q1, ..., qn-3). By q, s, t we denote the 3 numbers 
which do not belong to q. Then, by definition:  

T(qq) = T(qqs) + T(qqt). 

As we already know, 

T(qqs) = Sumx{ |x|qq },----------------- (1) 

where x ranges over qq-admissible (n-1)-tuples such that xt in Sk. The set Sk is 
symmetric, therefore, replacing s by t in (1), we will obtain T(qqt).  

The sum expression T(qqs)+T(qqt) can be simplified considering the following cases, 
where x is an arbitrary tuple of the expression (1):  

1) x = ys, where y does not contain s, t. Then, replacing s by t, we obtain yt, and  



|ys|qq + |yt|qq = |y|q. 

2) x = yt, similarly.  

3) x = yss...s, where y does not contain s, t. Then, replacing s by t, we obtain ytt...t, 
and  

|yss...s|qq = |yss...|q,  

|ytt...t|qq = |ytt...|q.  

4) x=ytt...t, similarly.  

Hence, we obtain the following representation of T(qq):  

T(qq)= Sumx{ c(x)|x|q },-------------------- (2) 

where x ranges oven all q-admissible (n-2)-tuples, and the numbers c(x) can be 
computed from x, q, q. The representation (2) is symmetric to s, t: if x contains s (then 
x does not contain t), then replacing (in x) s by t, we obtain y such that c(y)=c(x).  

Now we can perform the induction step for the general case. Let q = (q1...qa) be a 
tuple without repetitions, and the numbers q, r2, ..., rn-a do not belong to q. Let us 
suppose that  

T(qqr2) = Sumx{ c(x)|x|qq }, --------------(3) 

where x ranges over all qq-admissible tuples, and the following symmetry condition 
holds: if x is qq-admissible, and s = (s3, ..., sn-a) is any permutation of the numbers 
(r3, ..., rn-a ), then the action of s on x yields a tuple y such that c(y)=c(x).  

By definition:  

T(qq) = T(qqr2)+T(qqr3)+...+T(qqrn-a).---------------- (4) 

To obtain from (3) a representation of T(qqri) (where i>=3), one can apply to all qq-
admissible (a+2)-tuples x the permutation of the set {1, 2, ..., n} transposing r2 and ri. 
Thus, the expression (4) can be simplified by considering the following cases:  

1) x = yr2, where y does not contain r2. Applying the permutations mentioned above 
we obtain the tuples yr3, ..., yrn-a, and 

|yr2|qq + |yr3|qq + ... + |yrn-a|qq = |y|q. 

2) x = yri, where i>=3 and y does not contain ri. Then, (3) contains all the tuples of 
this kind: yr3, ..., yrn-a, and with the same coefficient c(x). Applying the permutations 
of the set {1, 2, ..., n} mentioned above we obtain from yri: a) the tuple yr2, b) n-a-3 
copies of yri itself. All this will be included into (4):  

(n-a-2)(|yr2|qq + ... + |yrn-a|qq) = (n-a-2)|y|q. 



3) x = yr2...r2, where y does not contain r2. The permutations mentioned above yield 
all the tuples yri...ri (i>=3), where 

|yri...ri|qq = |yri...|q,-------------(5) 

and after this "tail reduction" the expression (4) contains all the ri (i>=2) 
symmetrically.  

4) x = yri...ri, where i>=3 and y does not contain ri. Then, (4) contains all the similar 
tuples  

yr3...r3, ..., yrn-a...rn-a

with the same coefficient c(x). Applying the permutations mentioned above we obtain 
n-a-2 copies of each tuple yri...ri (i>=2). Here (5) holds as well, and after the "tail 
reduction" the expression (4) contains all the ri (i>=2) symmetrically.  

Hence, we have obtained the following representation of T(qq) (where q is any 
number not contained in q):  

T(qq) = Sumx{ c'(x)|x|q }, 

where x ranges over all q-admissible tuples, and the coefficients c'(x) can be 
computed from x, q and q. This representation contains all the numbers r not in qq 
symmetrically.  

Hereby our induction step is concluded.  

Thus, we have proved that the estimate T(qq) of any tuple qq (without repetitions) 
can be computed from the probabilities |x|q of all q-admissible tuples x. This proves 
the correctness of the exclusion algorithm described in Section 5.  

Concluding remark. For the empty tuple o our result means that the estimate T(o) 
depends only on the number n and a symmetric set Sk of n-tuples from the set {1, 2, 
..., n}. These are the only parameters of the Section 5 algorithm. In particular, when  

Sk = { (x1...xn) | xi <> xi+1 for >=k values of i }, 

then, as we have shown in Section 5:  

T(o) / n! = P{ Z2+Z3+...+Zn>=k ), 

where the random variables Zi are defined in Section 3. 
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